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The apartment

Historic Lisbon in a Pateo
Welcome to 'Historic Lisbon in a Pateo'. To make your stay easier and smoother  we 
have  put together some information that might be useful. 

Our adress is: Beco do Alegrete, nº 10 - R/C dto  Lisboa
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How to get to the apartment

you can see the transport prices in this link 
http://www.hostinlisbon.com/pdf/transportes.pdf

Transfer
The easiest and fastest way to get there is a transfer. Miguel will wait for you at the 
exit area (he will have a card with your name) and will drive you to the apartment. If
you have a baby he provides a special chair for the car. 

Táxi or Uber
You can also take a taxi, instead of a taxi you can also use Uber which is much 
cheaper. You should tell the driver to come via Calçada do Monte, turn right in Rua 
das Olarias and then left in Calçada de Agostinho de Carvalho. Beco do Alegrete is 
just there, it's a closed street with a few stairs.

Metro (https://www.metrolisboa.pt/en/)
The closest station to the apartment is Martim Moniz.

The most important stops are:
- Airport: the metro stop is called 'Aeroporto'
- Bus and train station 'Sete Rios’ : the metro stop is called 'Jardim Zoológico'
- Train station  'Santa Apolónia' : the metro stop is called 'Santa Apolónia'
- Train station  'Oriente' : the metro stop is called 'Oriente'

The metro is 300 meters  from the apartment: 
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Arriving with a car, where to park

Since the apartment is located in the historic center it can be very hard to find a 
parking space. If you can't find one in the streets nearby there are parking lots very 
close:

Martim Moniz (400 meters away / around 40€ per day)

Campo Mártires da Pátria (1.000 meters away / around 17€ per day)
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Security Information
In case of an emergency please call 112

There is a fire extinguisher inside the washing machine ‘s closet, a first aid kit and a 
fire blanket in the kitchen cabinet on top of the cooking plate

When you leave, remember to lock the door and close the windows. 

Wifi connection
Device: MEO-333CD0
Password: fca591f926

Television
Turn on the TV with the Samsung remote control.
Turn on the box with the MEO remote control. With this remote control you can 
change channels (button Guia TV) and volume.
If by any chance it's not working press the Source button on the Samsung remote 
control and select the HDMI1 source.

Household appliances 
If you have any trouble getting an appliance to function, the instructions are in the 
closet above the cooking plate.
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Garbage and recycling
You can leave the organic garbage and the recyclable garbage inside the apartment 
that after you check out we take it out and recycle it (you can leave the recycling in 
the kitchen)

If you need to remove the organic garbage during your stay from the 
apartment:
close the black bag and only between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. you can leave it 
down the stairs by the palm tree
never leave trash on the street outside this schedule thank you!

 If you need to remove the recycling garbage from the apartment during 
your stay:
you can do so any time of the day in these containers  in 'Calçada do Monte'   
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How to check out 
Check out has to be done until 10h00. Please leave the keys of the apartment on the
table and just close the door.

Leaving the bags during check out day
If you leave Lisbon later than check out time and you want to store your bags you 
can do in this places:

- Martin Moniz Parking

- Rossio metro Station http://www.citylockers.pt/PT/lisbon-rossio/

- Cais do Sodré, Santa Apolónia and Rossio train stations
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